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In addition to runoff and outflow channels, the record of climate change on Mars is 
recorded in the state of preservation of the highland crater population. Prior work 
by us and other workers has emphasized the role of fluvial (1) and aeolian (2) 
processes in modifying highland craters. Based on available topography and small- 
scale geologic mapping we found that the age of stability represented by the fresh 
crater population varied with elevation such that the most elevated parts of the 
cratered terrain became stable first, followed by successively lower elevations. In 
that study, crater populations were binned by geology, latitude, and elevation, and 
the number of fresh impact craters per unit area was taken to represent the time at 
which degradation ceased and the surface became stable. In order to determine 
whether our regional observations based on small scale geologic mapping and 
available topography hold up on a local level, we have investigated three areas of the 
martian highlands, in some cases previously interpreted to represent drainage 
basins. Our results indicate that the time of stability recorded in the dissected 
materials (all late Hesperian in age) is not the same as that recorded by the adjacent 
smooth materials, which in all three cases appears to be younger. The three areas 
were also chosen to represent a range in elevation between 2000 and >5000 m; the age 
of stability does not change monotonically with age as found in our previous work. 
We believe that the latter result is most likely due to the small size of the individual 
areas counted for this study. 

In each of the three areas studied, the geologic boundary between dissected 
and smooth highland materials was remapped on the 1:2M mosaics using the MDIM 
and individual frames as a guide. A binary classification of rimless and rimmed 
craters was applied to each area, and normal crater counting procedures were 
followed to determine the total age of the unit as well as the age of stability 
represented by the rimmed crater population. In doing this work on restricted 
basins, we can determine whether the ages of stability of locally eroded highland 
materials is equal to that of neighboring smooth materials, presumably the "sinks" of 
that erosion. In addition, the three areas represent different elevations, which 
allows us to test our previous results, albeit on a very local level. 

Southwest of Isidis, the area of dissected terrain west of Huygens represents 
the most elevated region studied (307.5"W to 317.5OW and -7.5ON to -15ON) at 
elevations >5000 m. Radial drainage off the west flank of Huygens disappears into 
local smooth terrain, and a broad zone of northward trending dendritic drainage also 
debouches to the north into smooth material. In the Aeolis quadrangle (202.5OW to 
212OW and -20" to -30°N), an area previously interpreted as an interior drainage 
basin (3), a smooth patch of material with wrinkle ridges is flanked by dendritic 
drainage flowing into it from both the west and the east. This area is between 4000 
and 5000 m elevation. Highland materials of the Arabia quadrangle (320' to 330°W 
and 7.5ON to -2.5ON) between 2000 and 3000 m elevation comprise the third area. 
Here, several isolated patches of smooth materials are bordered by a broad zone of 
dendritic drainage that may be controlled by ancient, highly degraded basins. 
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In each of these areas, the ages represented by the fresh crater population in 
the dissected terrain are late Hesperian, consistent with previous studies of martian 
degradation and stratigraphy (4,5). However, on a detailed level, there are variations 
in the timing of the age of stabilization of the surface. The age of smooth material in 
west of Huygens (N(5)= 170) suggests a surface younger than the time of stabilization 
of the adjacent dissected materials (N(5)=223). Similar relations occur in Arabia, 
where the smooth material has a rimmed crater population with an age of N(5)=187, 
and the dissected materials are N(5)=269. In Aeolis, the ridged plains have a fresh 
crater age of N(5)=91 and adjacent materials are N(5)=193. All three areas suggest a 
hiatus in time between the cessation of erosion of the dissected materials, and the 
cessation of resurfacing of the adjacent smooth plains. Significant modification of 
the plains units by aeolian processes is unlikely as the sole method, as such effects 
would be recorded in the adjacent highland materials as seen elsewhere on Mars (6). 
Throughgoing drainage (and deposition), as well as volcanic infilling of the low (?) 
areas remain the most likely causes of this discrepancy in ages. . The ages of the 
dissected materials given above also do not indicate any relationship between age of 
surface stability and elevation. Given the relatively small size of the counting areas 
(- 200,000 km2 per area), we attribute this result to the small statistics rather than a 
conflict with our previous results. 
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